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Geometric Determination of the Cable-Cylinder
Interference Regions in the Workspace of a
Cable-Driven Parallel Robot

Antoine Martin, St́ephane Caro, Philippe Cardou

Abstract Cable-Driven Parallel Robots (CDPRs) are a type of parallelrobots that
have the particularity of using cables as legs. CDPRs have several advantages such
as large workspaces, high acceleration and high payload capacity. However, CDPRs
present also some drawbacks such as the possible collisionsbetween their cables
and environment. Therefore, this paper is about the geometric determination of the
cable-cylinder interference regions in the workspace of a CDPR. The cables are con-
sidered massless and straight. Then, the boundaries of the interference regions onto
the cylinder form a closed loop composed of arcs and straightline segments that
can be expressed symbolically. Those geometric entities generate truncated cones
and planes corresponding to the boundaries of the volume of interferences. Finally,
a methodology is described to trace the cable-cylinder interference free constant
orientation workspace of CDPRs.

1 Introduction

Cable-driven parallel robots (CDPRs) have received increasing attention from re-
searchers during the last 20 years, in part because of their large workspace and low
mass in motion. CDPR workspaces such as the Wrench Closure Workspace [1, 2]
or the Wrench Feasible Workspace [3] have been widely studied. These workspaces
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allow the visualisation of the volume over which the moving-platform can sustain
certain external wrenches. The Twist Feasible Workspace [4] and the Dynamic Fea-
sible Workspace [5] have also been defined in the literature in order to evaluate the
capability of a CDPR to perform required twists and accelerations.

One of the main drawbacks of CDPRs is the potential risk of collisions (also
called interferences) between their cables and their environment. Although such
collisions may occur in many industrial operations, there have been few papers in
the literature dealing with this issue. Moreover interferences usually reduce the
size of the CDPR workspace [6]. For instance, for industrialoperations over a
large workspace and in a cluttered environment such as that shown in Fig. 1, the
workspace of the CDPR is dramatically reduced because of thepossible collisions
between the cables and the tubes of the large truss [7]. Another relevant applica-
tion is detailed in reference [8], where two CDPRs are working side by side, and
collisions between cables can occur. In [9], four types of interferences are defined:

1. Collisions between two cables.
2. Collisions between a cable and the platform.
3. Collisions between a cable and the environment.
4. Collisions between the platform and the environment.

The first two types of collisions were studied in [9, 10] for a moving-platform de-
scribed by a set of triangles. A geometric method to compute the interference-free
constant-orientation workspace of CDPRs was introduced in[11] while consider-
ing the cable-cable and cable-platform interferences. This method has been used to
develop the ARACHNIS interface [12], which aims to help robot designers trace
CDPR workspaces and find optimal dimensions for their good under design. In the
foregoing works, cables have been considered massless and straight. A recent pa-
per from Wang et al. [13] describes an algorithm to trace the Collisions Free Force

Fig. 1 CAROCA prototype: a reconfigurable cable-driven parallel robot working in a cluttered
environment (Courtesy of IRT Jules Verne and STX France)
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Closure Workspace of a CDPR working in a cluttered environment. This algorithm,
which uses the convex hull approach, turns out to be time consuming, mainly when
the cluttered environment is known beforehand.

This paper deals with the geometric determination of cable-cylinder interference
regions in the CDPR workspace. A mathematical description of the boundaries of
those regions is obtained for a constant orientation of the moving-platform. The
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with the determination of interference
region between one cable and a cylinder. Section 3 describesthe method proposed to
find the interference-free constant-orientation workspace of a cable-driven parallel
robot while considering the collisions between its cables and a cylinder. Finally,
the determination of the interference regions between the cables of the CAROCA
prototype [7] and a cylinder highlights the contributions of this paper.

2 Interference region between a cable and a cylinder

Due to their large workspaces, CDPRs can be used to perform maintenance opera-
tions on large structures such as bridges. For instance, Fig. 1 shows a CPDR working
inside a tubular truss. In those cases, interferences between the CDPR cables and the
cylinders forming the structure are the main limitation on the workspace.

2.1 Parametrisation

As shown in Fig. 2, theith cable of a CDPR is attached to the moving-platform
at anchor pointBi . Its length is controlled by an actuated reel whose exit point Ai

is fixed to the base. The base frame is denotedFb = (O,xb,yb,zb). FrameFp =
(P,xp,yp,zp) is attached to the moving-platform. The cylinderC with base pointC,
radiusrc, lengthlc and axisAC is located inside the working area of a CDPR, fixed
to its base.

This section aims at determining for a given orientation of the moving-platform,
the positions ofP that lead to collisions between cableCi and cylinderC . Here,
the cable is assumed to be straight, with a negligible cross-section. The interfer-
ence point between cableCi and cylinderC is namedI . pc,i denotes the Cartesian
coordinate vector of pointI expressed in the base frameFb.

The proposed strategy for determining and tracing the region of interference be-
tweenCi andC consists in moving pointP while maintaining contactI between
the line segment and the cylinder. In doing so, pointP sweeps a conical surface in
space, while pointI makes a closed loop on the surface ofC . Interferences between
Ci andC can occur in two ways: either the interference pointI lies on the cylindrical
surface ofC , either it lies on one of its two circular edges.
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2.2 Boundaries of the cable-cylinder interference region

The type of closed-loop trajectory followed byI through this sweeping motion de-
pends on the location ofAi with respect toC . One finds five zones for the location of
Ai , which correspond to three types of closed loop trajectories of I over the surface
of C . Figure 3 represents a section of the top half of the cylinderwith the five zones
in question. Its bottom half is the mirror image of the top onewith respect to axis
AC.

It is noteworthy that the types of pointI trajectories when exit pointAi belongs to
zonesZ

′

2 andZ
′

3 are the same as when exit pointAi belongs to zonesZ2 andZ3,
respectively. For zonesZ1 andZ2, the interference regions between theith cableCi

and the cylindrical part ofC are considered. Then, the interference regions between
Ci and the endcaps ofC are obtained. For zoneZ3, only this second part is needed.
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2.2.1 Interferences between cable Ci and the cylindrical part of C

The boundaries of the interference region between cableCi and the cylindrical part
of cylinderC describe the points where a straight line coming from exit point Ai is
tangent to the cylinderC . As the interference pointI belongs to the cylinderC , we
can write:

pc,i = pc+αcac+Q(ac,θc)rc (1)

wherepc is the Cartesian coordinate vector of pointC, depicted in Fig. 2,αc is
a scalar bounded between 0 and 1 and represents the location of point I along the
cylinder axisAC. rc is a vector normal to axisAC. Therefore, the following equation
holds:

aT
c rc = 0 (2)

Q(ac,θc) is the rotation matrix of vectorrc aboutAC by an angleθc.
Accordingly, the tangency condition between theith cableCi and the cylindrical
part of cylinderC is expressed as:

(pc,i −ai)
T(Q(ac,θc)rc) = 0 (3)

From Eqs. (2) and (3), angleθc can take two values, namely,
{

Q(ac,θ+
c )rc = ηcac× (pc,i −ai),

Q(ac,θ−
c )rc =−ηcac× (pc,i −ai).

(4)

whereηc =
rc

‖ac× (pc,i −ai)‖2
. For the sake of conciseness,Q(ac,θ+

c )rc andQ(ac,θ−
c )rc

are denoted asr+c andr−c , respectively. Thereforeθ+
c andθ−

c take the form:


















θ+
c = arccos

(

rc
Tr+c

||rc|| · ||r+c ||

)

,

θ−
c = arccos

(

rc
Tr−c

||rc|| · ||r−c ||

)

.

(5)

Upon introducing the position vector of pointI of Eq. (1) into Eq. (4), we obtain:
{

r+c = ηcAc(pc,i +αcac+ r+c −ai),

r−c =−ηcAc(pc,i +αcac+ r−c −ai).
(6)

Ac being the cross-product matrix1 of vectorac. By solving Eq. (6),r+c andr−c take
the form:











r+c =
ηc

1+ l2
c
(rcA2

c +Ac)(pc,i −ai),

r−c =
ηc

1+ l2
c
(rcA2

c −Ac)(pc,i −ai).
(7)

1 The cross-product matrixY of y is defined asδ (y×x)\δx for anyx,y ∈ R
3
.
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As a result, the boundaries of the interference region between cableCi and the
cylindrical part ofC can be expressed as:

{

p+
c,i = pc+αcac+ r+c

p−
c,i = pc+αcac+ r−c

(8)

with αc being a scalar lying between 0 and 1. The edges of the corresponding line
segments are namedI+n andI−n for αc = 0, andI+f andI−f for αc = 1 as illustrated in
Fig. 4.

2.2.2 Interferences with the endcaps

For the second point, the interferences with the endcaps of the cylinder are studied.
The question is to find how to connectI+n to I−n and I+f to I−f . Those connections
change depending on the zone to whichAi belongs to.
In Z1, the curve linkingI+n to I−n is an arc starting fromI−n and going toI+n . The
result is the same forI+f andI−f . We obtain the equations:

{

pn
c,i = pc+Q(ac,θc)r−c ,

p f
c,i = pc+ac+Q(ac,θc)r−c .

(9)

with θc lying in the interval[0,θ+
c −θ−

c ]. The result is shown in Fig. 5 (a).

ForZ2, the behavior is different for the nearest endcap. This time, the arc to take
into account starts fromI+n and goes toI−n . The equations become:

{

pn
c,i = pc+Q(ac,θc)r+c θc ∈[0,2π − (θ+

c −θ−
c )]

p f
c,i = pc+ac+Q(ac,θc)r−c θc ∈[0,θ+

c −θ−
c ]

(10)

C

Ai

I−n
I+n

I−f
I+f

Fig. 4 Boundaries of the interference region between cableCi and the cylindrical part ofC
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Fig. 5 Boundaries in (a) Z1 and (b) Z2

The result is shown in Fig. 5 (b).

WhenAi is in Z3, the tangency condition of Eq. (3) is no longer satisfied. In that
case, the boundaries of the interference volume for the entire cylinder is the same as
the one with the nearest endcap alone. The result is the circle defined by:

pn
c,i = pc+Q(ac,θc)rc, θc ∈ [0,2π] (11)

In each case, the boundaries are either straight lines or arcs. The interference volume
obtained from those geometric forms are detailed in the following section.

2.3 Interferences with straight line segments and arcs

C

Ai

C

Ai

(a) (b)

Fig. 6 Interference regions whenAi is in (a) Z1 and (b) Z2

As seen above, from pointAi ,the closed-loop trajectory followed byI is com-
posed of straight line and arc segments. Since a cable is considered straight without
deformation, a line coming fromAi and following this shape will draw the external
boundary of the interference volume.
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In the case of the straight line betweenI+n andI+f (I−n andI−f respectively), the
boundary is the infinite triangle originating fromAi and passing by those two points.
Since the extremityBi of the cable needs to be after the cylinder for having a possible
collision, this triangle is truncated by the segment[I+n I+f ].

For the arc betweenI+n andI−n (I+f andI−f respectively), the result will be an oblique
cone, truncated twice:

• Once by the plane defined by pointsAi , I+n andI−n .
• Once by the plane defined by pointsC, I+n andI−n .

Finally, the part of the cylinder closest toAi and inside the lines detailed above need
to be taken into account, to close the surface delimiting theinterference volume.
This part of the cylinder is easily obtained from the resultsof Sec. 2.2. Two examples
are shown in Fig. 6 when the exit point of the winch is in zoneZ1, and in zoneZ2.

3 Interferences between the cables of a CDPR and a cylinder

In this section, the geometric model of a CDPR is detailed in Sec. 3.1. The inter-
ference volume between one cable and a cylinder obtained in Sec. 2 can then be
coupled with this model to obtain in Sec. 3.2 the positions ofthe platform for which
at least one cable is in collision with the cylinder.

3.1 Geometric modeling

In Fig. 2, one can see the platform of a CDPR with cableCi attached to it at point
Bi . The exit point of the winch controlling its length isAi . From this, by considering
the cable as a straight line, a loop-closure equation gives the following geometric
model:

ci = ai −p−Rbi (12)

whereR refers to the rotation matrix that transforms the global frame Fb to the
frame attached to the mobile platformFp.

3.2 Interferences

Since the interference point between cableCi and the cylinder belongs to both ob-
jects, its position can be expressed either by Eq. (1) or by:

pc,i = p+Rbi + γici (13)
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whereγi is an scalar bounded between 0 and 1 defining the position of the interfer-
ence point. 0 means that the collision occurs at pointBi , 1 in means that it happens
at pointAi . The combination of Eqs. (1) and (13) leads the following equation:

p+Rbi + γici = pc+αcac+Q(ac,θc)rc (14)

Upon substituting the expression ofci defined in Eq. (12) into Eq. (14), we obtain:

p = ai −Rbi +
1

1− γi
(pc−ai)+

1
1− γi

(αcac+Q(ac,θc)rc). (15)

This equation is valid forγi 6= 1. It is the case when the collision happens at the exit
point of the winch, which can easily be avoided at the design phase since this point
is not moving. By changing the values ofαc andθc according to Sec. 2, we obtain
the volume in which the positionp of the platform generates an interference with
cableCi . This method needs to be applied for each cable-cylinder combination to
obtain the interference region of the entire CDPR.

3.3 CAROCA prototype-cylinder interference region

Fig. 7 One configuration of the reconfigurable CAROCA prototype anda cylinder in its working
area

Gagliardiniet al. [7] introduced a method to manage the discrete reconfigura-
tions of a CDPR, in order to use the latter for sandblasting and painting the outer
part and the inner part of a large tubular structure with a minimal number of recon-
figurations. This is a typical cluttered environment for which the method presented
in this paper should help simplify the reconfiguration planning of the CDPR.
Figure 7 represents a CDPR with one of the configurations obtained in [7]. The
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Fig. 8 Locations of the geometric center of the CAROCA mobile platform leading to some cable-
cylinder interferences

tubular structure is replaced with a single cylinder, to simplify the analysis of the in-
terference regions. The results are shown in Fig. 8. For the cylinder included into the
working area of the CDPR, eight interferences regions, namely one for each cable,
are obtained. It is noteworthy that those regions are valid for a constant orientation
of the mobile-platform.

4 Conclusion

The paper dealt with the geometric determination of the cable-cylinder interference
regions in the workspace of a CDPR. First, a methodology was described to deter-
mine in a closed-form the boundaries of the interference region between a cable and
a cylinder. The latter is first split into three parts, its twoendcaps and the rest of the
cylinder. By considering the cable tangent to the cylinder on the boundaries of the in-
terference region, four points are obtained. Those points are connected by a straight
segment along the cylinder, and two arcs along its endcaps depending on the position
of the cable exit point with respect to the cylinder. Five zones for this position are
defined, each one corresponds to a different arc segment to betaken into account to
draw the boundaries of the interference region. Those line and arc segments generate
truncated planes and oblique cones shapes, forming the boundaries of the interfer-
ence volume with a part of the cylinder. Then, the cable-cylinder interference free
constant orientation workspace of a cable-driven parallelrobot can be traced while
considering one or several cylinder(s) within the working area. As an illustrative
example, the cable-cylinder interference free constant orientation workspace of the
reconfigurable CAROCA prototype has been traced while considering a cylinder in
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its environment. An add-on feature to trace the cable-cylinder interference free con-
stant orientation workspace of any cable-driven parallel robot will be implemented
in ARACHNIS software [12] in future work. Finally, the contributions of this paper
should ease the design of new cable-driven parallel robots working in a cluttered
environment.
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